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The relative probabilities that different pairs of chromosomal loci will collide with one another in vegetatively
growing diploid yeast cells have been assessed using a genetic assay for Cre/loxP site-specific recombination.
Recombination rates have been determined for 18 different pairs of loxP sites representing diverse pairs of
positions within the genome. Overall, relative collision probabilities vary over an eightfold range. Within this
range, a hierarchy comprising three levels of organization can be discerned. First, collisions between loci on
nonhomologous chromosomes are governed by nonspecific centromere clustering. Second, a sequence is closer
to allelic or nearby sequences on its homolog than to sequences on nonhomologous chromosomes, an effect
most simply attributed to homolog pairing. Third, a sequence can be closer to other sequences nearby on the
same chromosome than to sequences on other chromosomes. These findings provide a framework for
assessing the role of chromosome disposition in cellular processes such as DNA repair and gene expression.
Also the possibility is raised that genome-wide coalignment of homologs is not the fundamental raison d’etre
of the somatic pairing process. We suggest instead that pairing may exist to promote juxtaposition of
homologous regions within irregular genome complements.
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Chromosome organization, disposition, and behavior
have been investigated by many experimental ap-
proaches. A handful of studies have used site-specific
recombination reactions to probe chromosome status in
living cells. In bacteria, the phage l Int reaction has been
used to assess in vivo supercoiling levels (Bliska and
Cozzarelli 1987); the bacteriophage P1 Cre/loxP recom-
bination reaction has been used to assess effective DNA
concentration (Hildebrandt and Cozzarelli 1995); and the
g–d resolvase reaction has been used to probe for do-
mainal organization of chromosomes (e.g., Staczek and
Higgins 1998). Also, in Drosophila, the yeast Flp/frt re-
combination reaction has been used to assess the effect
of chromosomal inversions on pairing of allelic regions
lying distal to the rearrangement breakpoints (Golic and
Golic 1996b) and to compare intrachromosomal versus
interchromosomal recombination rates (Golic and Golic
1996a).

The current study exploits Cre/loxP site-specific re-
combination to examine chromosome status in vegeta-
tively growing diploid budding yeast cells. A genetic as-

say for Cre/loxP recombination in yeast has been devel-
oped and used to determine in vivo recombination rates
for 18 different pairs of loxP inserts representing various
pairs of positions within the genome. The goal of this
study was to assess the relative probabilities with which
different regions of the genome collide with one another.
Cre/loxP recombination seemed to be an appropriate
tool for such analysis because the amount of product
formed depends on the square of the loxP concentration
in vitro and retains its dependence on loxP concentration
in vivo in Escherichia coli (Hildebrandt and Cozzarelli
1995). Thus, the relative levels of recombination for
pairs of loxP sites inserted at various positions in the
yeast genome should reflect the relative probabilities of
collision for the corresponding pairs of loci.

The array of recombination rates among various pairs
of loxP inserts in the yeast genome could provide several
types of information. Suitable comparisons among par-
ticular recombination rates should identify specific fea-
tures that govern interlocus collisions. Thus, for ex-
ample, if homolog pairing significantly constrains inter-
chromosomal collisions, the recombination rates
between allelic loci on homologs should be greater than
those for loci on nonhomologous chromosomes. Further-
more, if more than one feature is found to affect recom-
bination rates, their relative importance should be re-
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flected by quantitative differences in the corresponding
rates. Finally, the total range of values observed among
different pairs of loci should give an indication of the
extent to which interlocus collisions are constrained by
various features within the nucleus.

In budding yeast, several candidates for features that
might constrain relative chromosomal positions are
known from cytological studies. Centromeric regions are
clustered, and the cluster occurs at the nuclear periph-
ery, two features which together comprise the so-called
Rabl orientation (Rabl 1885). This configuration appears
to be present essentially throughout the cell cycle (Jin et
al. 1998). Also, telomeres tend to form multiple clusters
and to occur at or near the nuclear periphery (e.g., Gotta
et al. 1996); whether interstitial regions behave simi-
larly, as in Drosophila (Marshall et al. 1996), is un-
known. Also, in diploid yeast cells, homologs are di-
rectly paired, coaligned along their lengths via multiple
interstitial interactions that occur roughly once per 70
kb (Burgess et al. 1999).

Overall, a complete data set should provide a baseline
for assessing whether any endogenous process involving
contact between two regions of the genome, for example,
recombinational repair of DNA damage, shows a similar
sensitivity to chromosome disposition.

The findings presented below suggest that interchro-
mosomal collisions in diploid yeast cells are governed by
at least three different features.

Results

The assay

Cre recombinase promotes crossing over between a pair
of 34-bp loxP sites (Hoess et al. 1982; Abremski et al.
1983; Fig. 1A). To determine Cre/loxP recombination
rates in vivo by a genetic assay, two differentially
marked loxP sites were constructed (Fig. 1B). In one con-
struct, a loxP site is immediately downstream of a strong
promoter (pGPD1–loxP); in the other construct, loxP is
immediately upstream of a promoterless ura3 gene (lox-
P–ura3). Cre-promoted recombination between the two
sites creates a pGPD1–loxP–ura3 fusion that confers a
Ura+ phenotype. The frequency of Ura+ prototrophs in a
growing yeast culture should reflect the rate of Cre/loxP
recombination between the two marked loci.

Each version of the loxP construct was integrated at
each of four loci (HIS4, ARG4, ILV1, and THR4; Fig. 1C)
and diploid strains were constructed that contain one
loxP site of each type (below). None of the Cre-promoted
recombination events in these strains will generate acen-
tric or dicentric chromosomes. Cre recombinase is ex-
pressed from a GAL1 promoter provided on an autono-
mous plasmid.

Formation of Ura+ prototrophs is dependent on Cre
recombinase: The presence of an uninduced Cre gene
increases the level of prototrophs by three to four orders
of magnitude (Table 1; cf. first four columns). Induction
of Cre expression by exposure of cells to galactose prior
to plating increases the level an additional three orders of

magnitude (Table 1; cf. fourth and sixth columns). For-
mation of Ura+ prototrophs also strongly depends on the
presence of one loxP site of each type: Elimination of
either insert reduces the level of Ura+ prototrophs by
several orders of magnitude, essentially to background
levels (Table 1, cf. line 1 with lines 3 and 4). A small
Cre-dependent increase in prototroph formation can be
observed under conditions of induced Cre expression for
the loxP–ura3 construct, but not the pGPD1–loxP con-
struct. This increase probably reflects recombination be-
tween the marked insert and endogenous pseudo-loxP
sites located downstream of promoter regions, as seen in
other studies (Sauer 1992). Finally, for the two represen-
tative reactions shown in Table 1, the relative levels of
recombination products detected after Cre induction by
physical analysis, that is, as PCR products or as diagnos-
tic restriction fragments, are comparable with those de-
tected genetically (data not shown), suggesting that
variations in the frequencies of Ura+ cells reflect differ-
ences in the rates of recombination rather than in the
viability or recovery of cells containing different types of
recombinant chromosomes (see also below).

Data set

Eighteen different diploid strains were analyzed, each

Figure 1. Cre/loxP recombination assay. (A) Cre-mediated re-
combination occurs between two 34-bp loxP sites (shown in
white and gray boxes). (B) Cre/loxP recombination creates a
pGPD1–loxP–ura3 fusion and a Ura+ phenotype. (C) Position
and orientation of loxP sites integrated into the yeast genome
for this study. The loxP sites are oriented so that recombination
between sites located on two chromosomes results in the recip-
rocal exchange of chromosome arms. For loxP sites located on
the same chromosome (e.g., at THR4 and HIS4) recombination
results in an inversion of the region between the two loci. The
position of the centromere is represented by an open circle.
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carrying one loxP construct of each type, and together
representing all possible pairwise combinations of in-
serts (Fig. 2A). In four of these strains, the two loxP sites
are at allelic positions on homologs; the corresponding
interactions are referred to as allelic. In 10 strains, the
two loxP sites are present on two nonhomologous chro-
mosomes; the corresponding interactions are referred to
as nonhomolog. In the four remaining strains, the two
loxP inserts are present on homologs but at nonallelic
positions lying ∼150 kb apart, at HIS4 and THR4 on
Chromosome III. In two of these strains, the two con-
structs were present on homologs; in the other two they
were present on the same chromosome. These two situ-
ations are referred to, respectively, as nearby interhomo-
log (III-trans) and intrachromosomal (III-cis).

Recombination rates were measured in all 18 strains
by fluctuation analysis. Data are presented for cells
grown and assayed under conditions in which Cre re-
combinase expression was not induced. Each single fluc-
tuation test provides the rate of recombination per cell
generation, and its corresponding variance (and hence its
standard deviation), all of which were calculated by the
method of the median as described by Lea and Colson
(1948). The rates observed for the 18 strains, plus evalu-
ation of the statistical significance of the differences be-
tween all possible pairs of rates, are presented in Figure
2B. For convenience, the data have been arrayed in rank
order, from the greatest to the lowest rate, and the
strains have been numbered correspondingly from 1 to
18. For easier visualization, the recombination rates
(with their standard deviations) are also presented
graphically in rank order (Fig. 2C). It can be noted that
fluctuation tests are extremely precise. The standard de-
viation for any single test is only 10% to 15% of the
measured rate (Fig. 2B); the rates obtained from indepen-
dent fluctuation tests of any single strain vary by <15%
of the mean value (data not shown).

Analogous fluctuation analysis was not possible under
conditions of constitutive Cre expression because cell
growth and viability are compromised. When examined
by a pulse-induction protocol, however, the 18 strains
exhibited patterns of relative recombinant levels analo-
gous to those observed by fluctuation analysis under
noninducing conditions (see Table 1; data not shown).

Evaluation of insert-specific effects

The 14 strains carrying nonallelic inserts represent 7 dif-
ferent locus combinations, each represented by a pair of
reciprocally related strains that differ with respect to
which loxP construct is at which locus (Fig. 2A). In the
absence of complications, the two members of each re-
ciprocal pair should exhibit the same recombination
rate. For all combinations of inserts at ILV1, ARG4, and
HIS4, reciprocally related pairs of strains exhibit indis-
tinguishable recombination rates (Table 2, I), implying
an absence of insert-specific effects for the six loxP in-
serts represented by this group. In contrast, for recombi-
nation between THR4 and each of the other three loci,
reciprocity is not observed. Instead, for each case involv-
ing THR4, the strain carrying thr4::loxP–ura3 exhibits
half the recombination rate of its reciprocal partner.
There are four different interactions of this type, two
nonhomolog cases and the two different arrangements of
HIS4 and THR4 (cis and trans) (Table 2, II). These data
suggest that at least one of the two thr4 inserts is aber-
rant.

Two types of aberrancies are possible: the thr4::
pGPD1–loxP insert could exhibit an aberrantly high re-
combination rate or the thr4::loxP–ura3 insert could ex-
hibit an aberrantly low rate. Additional data support the
latter possibility. Allelic recombination rates for HIS4,
ARG4, and ILV1 differ relatively little from one another
and are as high or greater than any other rates (Table 3, I;
further discussion below). In contrast, the allelic recom-
bination rate for THR4 is substantially lower (2.4- to
3.8-fold) than any of the other allelic rates (Table 3, II),
which suggests that at least one of the thr4 inserts is
exerting a depressive effect on recombination rate. Thus,
all data are explained if thr4::loxP–ura3 confers a con-
struct-specific depression of recombination rate irrespec-
tive of its recombinational partner. We conclude that
thr4::loxP–ura3 has an insert-specific aberrancy, whereas
the other seven inserts lack any such peculiarity. These
findings suggest that, overall, locus-specific effects are
the exception rather than the rule and that, when they do
occur, they can be sensitively detected. The atypical be-
havior of the thr4::loxP–ura3 construct could reflect, for
example, reduced Cre binding or a reduced probability

Table 1. Dependence of Ura+ prototroph formation on Cre protein and two loxP inserts

Recombination ratea Recombinant frequencyb

Sites of loxP inserts −Gal −Gal +Gal

pGPD–loxP loxP–ura3 −Cre +Cre −Cre +Cre −Cre +Cre

1. ARG4 ARG4 2.3 × 10−8 1.7 × 10−5 6 × 10−8 3.8 × 10−4 3 × 10−7 1.2 × 10−1

2. ARG4 ILV1 2.7 × 10−8 0.8 × 10−5 0.8 × 10−8 0.9 × 10−4 5 × 10−7 0.4 × 10−1

3. None ARG4 <1 × 10−7 1.8 × 10−6

4. ARG4 none <1 × 10−7 <1 × 10−7

Each value represents the average of three independent cultures assayed in parallel; S.D. ± 20%.
aDetermined by fluctuation test, which gives the rate of recombination per cell generation (Materials and Methods).
bDetermined by plating of cultures on selective and nonselective media with or without an immediately preceding 2-hr exposure to
galactose; galactose was absent after plating (Materials and Methods). Recombinant frequency is the number of recombinants per
viable colony forming unit.
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that collision with another loxP site is effective in gen-
erating a recombinant.

In light of these findings, it would be legitimate to
exclude recombination rates for the five strains carrying
thr4::loxP–ura3 from consideration during analysis of
the data. However, most of the patterns described below
are sufficiently robust that they are apparent and statis-
tically significant even if the known-to-be-aberrant cases
are included (Discussion).

Recombination rates vary over a relatively
small range
Recombination rates for loxP pairs located on different
chromosomes, whether homologs or nonhomologs, vary
over a total range of about sixfold (Fig. 2B,C; strain 2 vs.
strain 18) or, when the intrachromosomal rate is in-
cluded (strain 1), about eightfold. Whereas this total
range of values is relatively small, the differences in re-
combination rate for most pairs of strains (101/153) are

Figure 2. Recombination rates among 18 pairs of loci containing loxP site constructs. (A) Four different types of interactions were
measured by Cre/loxP recombination: (1) interhomolog-allelic: loxP sites located at allelic positions on homologous chromosomes, (2)
nonhomolog: loxP sites located on nonhomologous chromosomes, (3) interhomolog-nearby: loxP sites at nonallelic positions on
homologous chromosomes, and (4) intrachromosomal: loxP sites on the same physical chromosome. Reciprocal pairs of loxP tester
constructs are denoted by the same symbol. (B) For each strain, a recombination rate (± S.D.) was determined by fluctuation analysis
and is reported in descending rank order at left. Loci are abbreviated by the first letter of the locus name. The type of loxP site insertion
is always represented as pGPD1–loxP–lacZ × loxP–ura3. The probability of any two measured rates being different from one another
was determined by a two-tailed z-test. Results of this analysis are indicated in the matrix by the appropriate shading corresponding to
the calculated p value (ns, not significant). (C) Plot of recombination rate values for all 18 strains (identified by number in B) in
descending rank order from left to right. The type of chromosome interaction being measured is indicated by the same symbols as in
A and B. Strains containing the thr4::loxP–ura3 construct are marked with an asterisk and are not included within the groupings as
indicated by lack of shading (see text for details).
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significantly different from one another as judged by a
two-tailed z-test, P < 0.05 (Fig. 2B).

The intrachromosomal recombination rate between
HIS4 and THR4 is greater than the corresponding
interhomolog recombination rate

The intrachromosomal rate for thr4::pGPD1–loxP by
his4::loxP–ura3 is the greatest of all the rates observed,
significantly so for all but the next greatest rate (Fig. 2B).
The rate of recombination between THR4 and HIS4 is
nearly twice as high when the corresponding loxP inserts
are present on the same homolog (in cis) as when they
are present on two homologs (in trans). This can be ob-
served both for strains carrying thr4::pGPD1–loxP and
his4::loxP–ura3 inserts (strain 1 vs. strain 4), and for the
reciprocally related pair of strains carrying his4::pGPD1–
loxP and thr4::loxP–ura3 (strain 5 vs. strain 11); in the
latter case, the aberrant behavior of the thr4::loxP–ura3
insert apparently affects cis and trans situations simi-
larly.

Allelic interhomolog recombination rates are greater
than nonhomolog recombination rates

When recombination rates are arrayed in rank order, a

consistent pattern emerges: All interhomolog interac-
tion rates for allelic loci are greater than all nonhomolog
interaction rates (omitting thr4::loxP–ura3 strains; Fig.
2C).

This pattern is confirmed by statistical evaluation.
First, the mean rate for all allelic pairs is twice the mean
rate for all nonhomolog pairs, irrespective of whether the
aberrant construct is included or not, with a confidence
level of 99.9% in the latter case (Table 4). Second, every
allelic interaction rate is greater than any rate for a non-
homolog interaction involving the same locus and all of
these differences are statistically significant except in
some of the cases involving both HIS4 and ARG4 (which
are accounted for below). This feature can be seen in
both the total data set (Fig. 3A) and by considering loci
two at a time (Fig. 3B).

Interestingly, the recombination rates for the three al-
lelic interactions (excluding THR4) are very similar,
ranging from 1.7 ×10−5 to 2.7 × 10−5. Among these rates,
only the two extreme values, for ARG4 and ILV1, are
signficantly different (Table 3, I).

Recombination rates for loci on nonhomologous
chromosomes vary directly with differential
locus-to-centromere distance

Centromere clustering should have the effect of colocal-
izing all loci located at similar distances from their cen-
tromeres, particularly so in the Rabl configuration in
which centromeres are clustered at one edge of the
nucleus (Fig. 4A). Such an effect should be reflected in
the rates of recombination between loxP sites located on
nonhomologous chromosomes, in which pairing and
other possible homolog-specific determinants are absent.
Rates of recombination for pairs of loci on nonhomologs
should be greater when the two loci are located at similar
distances from their centromeres and lower when their
locus-to-centromere distances are more disparate. Such a

Table 3. Comparison of allelic interaction rates

Allelic interactions compared
Recombination

rates (×10−5)a

Likelihood
that rates

differ
(confidence
level, %)a

I. Not involving THR4
H × H; I × I 2.2 vs. 2.7 <90
A × A; I × I 1.7 vs. 2.7 >95
A × A; H × H 1.7 vs. 2.2 <90

II. Involving THR4
T × T; A × A 0.7 vs. 1.7 >99.9
T × T; I × I 0.7 vs. 2.7 >99.9
T × T; H × H 0.7 vs. 2.2 >99.9

aFrom Fig. 2; Confidence level = [(1 − P value) × 100%].

Table 2. Comparison of reciprocal interaction rates

Interactions compareda
Recombination
rates (×10−5)b

Likelihood
that rates

differ
(confidence
level, %)b

I. Not involving THR4
H × I; I × H 0.45 vs. 0.43 <90
A × I; I × A 0.84 vs. 0.71 <90
A × H; H × A 1.6 vs. 1.3 <90

II. Involving THR4
T × A; A × T 1.0 vs. 0.57 >99
T × I; I × T 1.3 vs. 0.75 >95
T × H (cis); H × T (cis) 3.4 vs. 1.8 >99.9
T × H (trans); H × T (trans) 2.0 vs. 0.9 >99.9

aAll loci are represented as pGPD–loxP × loxP–ura3.
bFrom Fig. 2; Confidence level = [(1 − P value) × 100%].

Table 4. Comparison of mean rates for all allelic homolog
interactions and nonhomolog interactions

Comparison
type

Mean ratea

(×10−5)

Likelihood that
mean rates differ

(confidence level, %)b

I. All pairs excluding those containing thr4::loxP–ura3c

Allelic 2.2 ± 0.5
Nonhomolog 0.95 ± 0.50 99.9

II. All pairs including those containing thr4::loxP–ura3d

Allelic 1.8 ± 0.9
Nonhomolog 0.90 ± 0.4 95–99

aCalculated from individual values in Fig. 2.
bDetermined by two-tailed t-test. Confidence level = [(1 − P
value) × 100%].
cAllele pairs: H × H; A × A; I × I. Nonhomolog pairs: H × A; A
× H; A × I; I × A; H × I; I × H; T × H; T × I; T × A.
dAllelic pairs: H × H; A × A; I × I; T × T. Nonhomolog pairs: H
× A; A × H; A × I; I × A; H × I; I × H; T × H; H × T; T × I; I × T;
T × A; A × T.
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relationship is seen among the pairs of loci examined in
this study, with or without inclusion of the aberrant
thr4::loxP–ura3 construct; the data are best fit by a linear
curve (Fig. 4A, middle; see Fig. 2B for significance of
individual rate differences).

This approach can also be used analogously to deter-
mine whether recombination rates are significantly af-
fected by telomere clustering. No evidence of such an
effect can be seen (Fig. 4B).

It is worth noting that none of the loci examined in
this study is farther than ∼200 kb from its respective
centromere; thus it is possible that the effects of centro-
mere clustering would be less for more centromere-distal
loci. Similarly, none of the loci examined are located
near the ends of long chromosomes (and thus far from
their centromeres); thus, effects of telomere clustering
might be detected by examination of more telomere–
proximal loci.

Recombination rates for loci on homologs are greater
than expected from centromere clustering

Because allelic loci on homologs necessarily lie at the
same distance from their respective centromeres, non-
specific centromere clustering could in principle account
for their greater rates of recombination as compared with

nonallelic loci. This possibility can be evaluated by com-
paring homolog recombination rates with the recombi-
nation rate predicted for nonhomologous loci located at
the same distance from their respective contromeres.
The latter value is given by extrapolation of the relation-
ship between locus-to-centromere distance and recombi-
nation rate to zero difference, which yields a predicted
Cre/loxP recombination rate of 1.6 × 10−5 ± 0.1 × 10−5.
Because this extrapolation is based on analysis of rela-
tively centromere–proximal locus pairs, it is likely to be
a maximum estimate of clustering influence (above).
Even so, the rates of recombination for loci on homologs,
both allelic and nearby, are all greater than this value
(excluding thr4::loxP–ura3 strains), significantly so in all
but one case (1.7 × 10−5 to 2.7 × 10−5; Fig. 4A, right).
Thus, the greater recombination rates for allelic or
nearby loci on homologs, as compared with nonallelic
loci, appear to reflect the existence of one or more ho-
molog-specific constraints (Discussion).

Relative contributions of homolog-specific effects
and centromere clustering to colocalization
of homologs

Homolog-specific effects and centromere clustering can
each contribute to the colocalization of allelic loci. We
wondered, however, whether homolog-specific effects
might predominate such that centromere clustering is
effectively irrelevant for allelic loci. That is, if it were
possible to subtract out any effect of the Rabl, would the
relative proximity of allelic loci decrease or remain un-
changed? The available data seem to favor the latter pos-
sibility. Overall, allelic interhomolog rates tend to be
more uniform than rates among loci on nonhomologous
chromosomes (ranges of 1.6-fold and 2.6-fold, respec-
tively), which could reflect an overriding homolog-spe-
cific effect. Also, if centromere clustering played a sig-
nificant role for allelic loci, it should result in greater
recombination rates for allelic near-centromere loci than
for allelic centromere–distal loci. No such effect is ap-
parent, however, interhomolog recombination at the
ILV1 locus, located nearly 200 kb from its centromere, is
the greatest among those examined, whereas interhomo-
log recombination at the ARG4 locus, located ∼25 kb
from its centromere, is least among those examined (ex-
cluding THR4) (Fig. 4A, right).

As a consequence of the above patterns, recombina-
tion rates for loci located on nonhomologous chromo-
somes, but at similar distances from their centromeres,
approach the general rate for allelic interhomolog inter-
actions. This effect presumably accounts for the fact that
allelic rates at HIS4 and ARG4 are only slightly greater
than the corresponding nonhomolog rates (above) be-
cause HIS4 and ARG4 exhibit the smallest locus-to-cen-
tromere distance among the various pairs of loci studied
(D10 kb, Fig. 4A).

Interhomolog recombination rates are the same
for two nearby pericentric loci as for allelic loci

HIS4 and THR4 both map to Chromosome III and are

Figure 3. Allelic rates versus related nonhomolog rates. (A)
Each interhomolog-allelic recombination rate (black bars) is
shown separately with all related nonhomolog recombination
rates (gray bars). The broken line in each panel represents a
value equal to two standard deviations from the mean interho-
molog recombination rate (95% confidence level). (Asterisks)
Strains containing the thr4::loxP–ura3 construct, which be-
haves aberrantly (see text for details). (B) Interhomolog-allelic
rates for any two loci are shown with the two related reciprocal
nonhomolog rates as in A.
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separated by a total of ∼150 kb (Fig. 1D). Recombination
between thr4::pGPD1–loxP and his4::lox–ura3, in a
strain in which the two constructs are located on ho-
mologs, occurs at a rate of 2.0 × 10−5 (Fig. 2B,C). This
value is greater than the rates for any of the nonhomolog
interactions examined (Fig. 2B) or the mean of such in-
teractions (Table 5). This value is also statistically indis-
tinguishable from the allelic interhomolog recombina-
tion rate at HIS4 or at any other locus (excluding THR4)
(Table 5). Thus, the rate of recombination between two
loci on homologs can be greater than that for nonhomo-
log rates, even if those two loci are at somewhat different
positions on their respective chromosomes.

HIS4 and THR4 are somewhat special in that they hap-
pen to lie on either side of the chromosome III centro-
mere (Fig. 1C). The Rabl configuration should tend to

give each individual chromosome a U shape, which
could, in turn, tend to specifically promote colocaliza-
tion of pericentrically disposed loci. It remains to be
determined whether or not such an effect contributes
significantly to the HIS4 × THR4 interhomolog recom-
bination rate. Conversely, systematic analysis of how
intrachromosomal recombination rates vary with inter–
locus distance along a chromosome arm might reveal
whether chromosome stiffness ever becomes a limiting
factor for recombinational interactions.

Most detected Cre-loxP recombination events occur
prior to DNA replication

Ura+ prototrophs could arise from a Cre-loxP recombi-
nation event between unreplicated chromosomes (G1) or
after the loxP regions have been replicated (G2; we will
ignore the presumably minor contribution of events that
might occur during S phase between one replicated loxP
and one unreplicated loxP). It was of interest to know the
relative contributions of events in the two situations
and, in particular, whether strains carrying different
types of loxP partners were similar or different in this
regard.

If a recombination event occurs in telophase or G1, the
ensuing round of DNA replication, chromosome segre-
gation, and cell division will yield two identical Ura+

cells, each containing a pair of reciprocally related re-
combinant chromosomes. If recombination occurs after
DNA replication, ensuing events will yield only one
Ura+ cell; moreover, according to whether the two re-
combinant chromosomes segregate to the same or differ-
ent daughter cells, the Ura+ daughter will have either the
balanced G1 chromosome configuration or an unbal-
anced configuration comprising one recombinant and

Figure 4. Relative contributions of the Rabl orientation and homolog pairing to Cre/loxP recombination rates. (A) The Rabl con-
figuration of chromosomes with centromeres marked by open circles is shown. The distance in kb each loxP site is from its respective
centromere is denoted by DA and DB (left). Each nonhomolog recombination rate is plotted against the absolute difference in the
distance the two sites are from their respective centromeres (|DA − DB|; middle). The correlation between the relative position of loxP
sites in the Rabl and the observed recombination rate is significant (broken line, R2 = 0.59, P < 0.01). For eight points, not including
the thr4::loxP–ura3 construct (open boxes with asterisks), this significance is even greater (solid line, R2 = 0.77, P < 0.01). The y
intercepts of the fitted lines from the left-hand plot (where |DA − DB| = 0) represent minimum rates expected for two allelic loci by
virtue of their relative chromosome position in the Rabl orientation. Significant differences from these values are observed for the
HIS4 × HIS4, ILV1 × ILV1, and THR4 × THR4 pairs (z-test, P < 0.05). (B) No contribution of telomere clustering on Cre/loxP recom-
bination rates between nonhomologous chromosomes is detected. (Asterisk) One of many possible arrangements of telomeres within
the nucleus that was tested. For this particular arrangement, each nonhomolog rate is plotted against the absolute difference in
distance each site is from the nearest telomere (|DD − DC|). No significant effect on recombination rate was found for loxP sites
positioned in this particular arrangement (R2 = 0.19, P > 0.1) or in other related variations (not shown).

Table 5. Rate for nearby loci on homologs as compared to
allelic homolog and nonhomolog rates

Interactions
compared

Recombination
rate(s) (×10−5)a

Likelihood that
rate differs from

THR4 × HIS4
(confidence
level, %)a

THR4 × HIS4 (trans) 2.0
I. Allelic pairs:

I × I; H × H; A × A 2.7; 2.2; 1.7 <90; <90; <90

II. Nonhomolog pairs
T × A; T × I 1.0; 1.3 >99.9; >95
A × I; I × A 0.84; 0.71 >95; >99
H × I; I × H 0.45; 0.43 >99.5; > 99.9
A × H; H × A 1.6; 1.3 <90; >95

aFrom Fig. 2; Confidence level = [(1 − P value) × 100%].
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one nonrecombinant chromosome. The relative frequen-
cies of the balanced and unbalanced configurations
among Ura+ prototrophs was examined in strains carry-
ing either allelic or nonhomolog loxP pairs by PCR
analysis. Products diagnostic for each nonrecombinant
or recombinant loxP containing construct (nonrecombi-
nant loxP–ura3 and pGPD1–loxP–lacZ or recombinant
pGPD–loxP–ura3 and loxP–lacZ) could be detected inde-
pendent of the sites of the inserts with suitable pairs of
primers homologous to sequences within the constructs
themselves.

In three strains containing loxP sites at allelic-homo-
log positions (ILV1 × ILV1; ARG4 × ARG4, and
HIS4 × HIS4), among independently arising Ura+ proto-
trophs, the fractions containing the unbalanced configu-
ration were 1/29, 0/19, and 1/30, respectively. Among
these 78 Ura+ prototrophs, 74 represented 37 prereplica-
tion events, each of which yielded two recombinant
cells, whereas 4 represented 4 postreplication events,
each of which yielded a single recombinant cell (Mate-
rials and Methods). Thus, most Ura+ prototrophs, 74/78,
represent prereplication events, whereas only 4/78 rep-
resent postreplication events. Furthermore, among re-
combination events that are represented by Ura+ proto-
trophs, 37/41 (90%) occurred between unreplicated chro-
mosomes, whereas 4/41 (10%) occurred between
replicated chromosomes.

Very similar results were observed in five nonhomolog
strains: In ARG4 × HIS4, HIS4 × ARG4, ARG4 × ILV1,
ILV1 × ARG4, and ILV1 × HIS4, the unbalanced configu-
ration was observed in 2/20, 0/20, 3/26, 0/30, and 3/29
independent Ura+ colonies, respectively. Thus, unbal-
anced recombinant constructs were recovered for each of
the three nonhomolog locus pairs represented (ARG4
and HIS4, 2/40; ARG4 and ILV1, 3/56; ILV1 and HIS4,
3/29). Correspondingly, 109/125 Ura+ prototrophs repre-
sent prereplication events, whereas 16/125 represent
postreplication events. Furthermore, 55/71 (77%) events
represented by Ura+ prototrophs arose between unrepli-
cated chromosomes, whereas 16/69 (23%) arose between
replicated chromosomes.

In strains that examine nonhomolog recombinational
interactions, the occurrence of the unbalanced configu-
ration of loxP constructs is accompanied by an unbal-
anced chromosome complement. In contrast, in strains
that examine allelic-homolog interactions, no chromo-
some inbalance occurs. The fact that similar fractions of
pre- and postreplication events are recovered in both
situations suggests that cells with unbalanced chromo-
some complements are recovered efficiently as Ura+ pro-
totrophs. In accord with this suggestion, Ura+ strains ex-
pected to carry unbalanced chromosome complements
exhibited no apparent reduction in colony size.

Because pre- and postreplication events contribute dif-
ferently to the final pool of Ura+ recombinants (above),
differences in recombinant frequencies could, in prin-
ciple, reflect systematic differences in the relative fre-
quencies of the two types of events. This does not appear
to be the case. The five strains in which pairs of loxP
sites are located on nonhomologs include two in which

the loxP sites are located at very similar distances from
their respective centromeres, HIS4 × ARG4 and
ARG4 × HIS4, and three in which the loxP sites lie at
very disparate locus-to-centromere distances. The same
fraction of unbalanced Ura+ events was observed in both
cases. Similarly, pre- and postreplication events occur in
similar or identical proportions in both allelic-homolog
and nonhomolog strain sets (2/78 and 8/125 are not sta-
tistically different from one another by z-test, P > 0.1).
Thus, variations in the G1/G2 ratio appear not to affect
the data that point to centromere clustering and homo-
log-specific effects as important determinants of recom-
bination rate.

Altogether, the 203 Ura+ recombinant progeny exam-
ined with respect to loxP configuration represented a to-
tal of 112 recombination events. Among these, 82% (92/
112) occurred between unreplicated loxP sites, whereas
18% (20/112) occurred between replicated loxP sites.

Discussion

Relative rates of Cre-promoted recombination
for different loxP pairs reflect relative in vivo
collision probabilities

The number of Cre-promoted recombination events that
occur per unit time (the recombination rate) should be
determined by three factors: (1) the rate of collision be-
tween two loxP sites of different types, (2) the fraction of
cases in which the two colliding loxP sites will have
appropriate complements of Cre recombinase, and (3) the
probability that a collision between two appropriately
Cre-bound loxP sites will be effective (will be followed
by the next step in the reaction).

The current study reports significant differences in re-
combination rates among strains that are identical ex-
cept that they carry different pairs of loxP sites. Three
lines of evidence suggest that these differences result
primarily from differences in the rates of collision be-
tween loxP partners. First, relative recombination rates
vary systematically according to patterns expected from
known constraints on the spatial organization of chro-
mosomes, as discussed below. Second, differences that
reflect variations in Cre binding or occurrence of a pro-
tein–DNA geometry suitable for effective interaction
would reflect local peculiarities of the different insert
constructs; reciprocally related pairs of loxP inserts,
however, which differ with regard to the local context of
the loxP construct, usually exhibit very similar recom-
bination rates, suggesting that local effects are the ex-
ception rather than the rule. Third, if variations in Cre-
binding affinity among different sites were responsible
for the observed rate differences, a substantial increase in
Cre protein concentration should reduce or eliminate
such differences; the patterns of rate differences are not
affected, however, by pulse induction of Cre protein with
a concomitant 1000-fold increase in the level of recom-
binants.
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Chromosome collisions in vivo are governed by three
levels of organization

The rate of inter-locus collision in vivo, as inferred from
relative rates of Cre/loxP recombination for different
loxP pairs, appears to be constrained in at least three
different ways. First, collisions occur more frequently
between nearby segments on the same chromosome
than between the genetically identical segments when
they are present on homologs. Second, for loci on non-
homologous chromosomes, collisions are more frequent
if the interacting segments are located at equivalent dis-
tances from their respective centromeres, and increas-
ingly less frequent as the disparity in locus-to-centro-
mere distance increases. This is the pattern predicted
from the presence of centromere clustering in the Rabl
orientation (Jin et al. 1998). Third, collisions between
allelic loci on homologs are more frequent than colli-
sions between loci on nonhomologous chromosomes,
apparently over and above any differences predicted from
centromere clustering alone. This is the constraint pre-
dicted from the presence of direct homolog pairing (Bur-
gess et al. 1999). Alternatively, such a constraint could
reflect a nuclear addressing process in which homologs
tend to be colocalized in the absence of direct contacts;
such processes have been documented in Drosophila (for
review, see Marshall et al. 1997) but are not yet reported
for yeast. For addressing to be a general effect for most
chromosomal loci, however, addressing determinants
would have to occur frequently along the chromosomes
and/or the chromosomes would have to be relatively
stiff and compact so that a few determinants would suf-
fice.

These levels of spatial organization are presumably
mechanistically independent of one another, but we fa-
vor the idea that centromere clustering effects are effec-
tively irrelevant for homologs, whose relative positions
are determined by homolog-specific effects (presump-
tively direct pairing), as discussed above.

Detected recombinational interactions have occurred
primarily between nonreplicated loxP sites

Of the detected Cre/loxP recombination events, ∼80%
occurred between nonreplicated chromosomes and
∼20% occurred between replicated chromosomes. Thus,
for most events, recombination has occurred in a situa-
tion in which the nucleus contains two, and only two,
loxP sites, one of each type.

In the strain used for this analysis, under conditions
analogous to those used for fluctuation analysis, >70% of
cells are unbudded, that is, in telophase/G1. Thus, re-
combination may be equally probable at most or all
stages of the cell cycle, with the relative fractions of
pre- and postreplication events reflecting the relative
fractions of the cell cycle occupied by the correspond-
ing stages. Alternatively, or in addition, postreplica-
tion events might occur but be inefficiently recovered,
for example, because they generate mitotic chiasmata,
which lead to aberrant chromosome segregation and/

or cell cycle arrest (Chua and Jinks-Robertson 1991;
Kleckner, 1996; Beumer et al. 1998) or because inter-
actions between identical loxP sites on sister chroma-
tids compete with interactions between pGPD1–loxP
and loxP–ura3.

There does not seem to be any significant difference in
the ratio of pre- and postreplication recombinants among
eight different strains that represent the entire range of
interchromosomal loxP partner configurations, suggest-
ing that such differences do not contribute to differences
between measured recombination rates. This conclusion
is in accord with the fact that both the Rabl orientation
and homolog pairing are known to be present both before
and after DNA replication (Jin et al. 1998; Burgess et al.
1999).

Organizational constraints confer quantitatively
modest effects

The recombination rates for the 18 loxP combinations
examined in this analysis differ by approximately sixfold
for interchromosomal interactions and approximately
eightfold if the intrachromosomal interaction is in-
cluded. If relative recombination rates accurately reflect
relative probabilities of interlocus collision for the cor-
responding DNA segments, this result would suggest
that spatial constraints, although cytologically promi-
nent, have relatively modest quantitative effects on the
probability with which two loci in the genome will col-
lide with one another.

This conclusion can be framed in another way. The
recombination rate for each particular loxP pair defines
an effective volume, which is the volume that would
produce the observed rate in a simple in vitro reaction
between untethered sites. Because the recombination
rate depends on the product of the concentrations of the
two loxP sites, the effective volume varies inversely
with the square root of the recombination rate. The ob-
served eightfold range in recombination rates thus cor-
responds to a range of only ∼2.9-fold in relative effective
volumes. The absolute effective volumes that corre-
spond to these relative volumes remain to be deter-
mined.

Implications for other cellular processes that involve
interaction of two DNA segments

A number of normal cellular processes involve the com-
ing together of two DNA segments (e.g., DNA repair).
Three such processes are recombinational repair, nonho-
mologous end joining, and single-strand annealing of two
broken DNA ends that share local homology.

The current study provides a baseline for evaluating
the nature of such processes. If the level of product
formed by a particular process exhibits the same three
types of systematic variation with the relative chromo-
somal positions of the interacting segments as observed
for Cre/loxP site-specific recombination, the probability
of obtaining the corresponding product is likely depen-
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dent on the rate at which the two interacting segments
collide with one another. If no such relationship is ob-
served, then either the rate of collision is irrelevant to
the probability that a product will form, or, alternatively,
the rate of collision is an important variable but its in-
fluence is masked by locus-specific variations in other
aspects of the process.

In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the very limited avail-
able data provides some insight into two types of repair
processes. First, the level of spontaneous mitotic recom-
bination is thought to reflect the occurrence of recombi-
national repair in response to spontaneous DNA damage
(see Petes et al. 1991). Two studies have compared the
frequency of such recombination either between se-
quences located at allelic positions on homologs or be-
tween a sequence present at its endogenous position
with another copy of the sequence present elsewhere (ec-
topically). In one such comparison, the two rates were
essentially the same (Lichten and Haber 1989); in an-
other case, the allelic rate was severalfold greater than
the ectopic rate (Jinks-Robertson and Petes 1986). In both
cases, the ectopic position was located on a different
chromosome from the endogenous position, but, in the
first case, the two positions were at similar distances
from their respective centromeres (D10 kb), whereas in
the second case, the locus-to-centromere distances were
very different (D370 kb). The first study also found that
recombination between marker loci separated by ∼20 kb
in cis, that is, within a chromatid or between sisters,
occurred at 6–13 times the frequency recombination be-
tween the same pair of markers in trans (when present
on homologs). Although limited, these data are consis-
tent with dependence of recombinational repair fre-
quency on inter-locus collision rate. A similar conclu-
sion was drawn from a third study in which the fre-
quency of recombination between a chromosomal locus
and an homologous sequence increased when an in-
creased number of copies of the partner sequence were
provided on a multicopy plasmid (Melamed and Kupiec
1992).

Other studies show that mitotic recombinational re-
pair events in G2 cells occur between sister chromatids
in preference to between homologs (Fabre et al. 1984;
Kadyk and Hartwell 1992). It would be interesting to
know whether this bias reflects closer proximity of sister
chromatids and/or the operation of specific intersister
targeting factors.

Second, partner choice during single-strand annealing
has also been examined with respect to the effects of
chromosome disposition (Haber and Leung 1996). Fol-
lowing induction of double-strand breaks simulta-
neously at loci on two different chromosomes in a hap-
loid strain, repair products can arise either by annealing
of left and right ends from the same locus or from differ-
ent loci. The two types of products arise at equivalent
frequencies, regardless of whether the two loci were at
the same or different distances from their respective cen-
tromeres. In the original study, these data were inter-
preted as evidence for absence of order within the yeast
genome. This interpretation would assume that the

probability of repair would be sensitive to the rate of
collision between ends. In light of the current results, we
suggest, instead, that genomic order is present, but irrel-
evant, to the probability of effective single-strand an-
nealing.

In mouse, Jasin and colleagues (Richardson et al. 1998)
find that the frequency of recombinational repair in one
test situation is eightfold higher when the interacting
regions are at allelic positions than when they are lo-
cated on two different, nonhomologous chromosomes.
In the latter case, the positions of the interacting seg-
ments differ in locus-to-centromere distance by ∼30%,
the length of an average mouse chromosome (25 and ∼75
cM, respectively; Dietrich et al. 1996; Richardson et al.
1998). This corresponds approximately to the relation-
ship between the HIS4 and ILV1 loci in yeast, which are
separated by ∼20% of the length of an average yeast chro-
mosome (130 and ∼75 kb, respectively; Cherry et al.
1997) and for which the nonhomolog Cre/loxP recombi-
nation rates differ from the allelic rates by approximately
sixfold. These data are therefore consistent with a gen-
eral similarity between recombinational repair in the
two organisms.

In Drosophila, the frequencies of Flp-promoted site-
specific recombination between frt sites exhibit varia-
tions similar to those observed here for Cre/loxP recom-
bination in yeast. For sites located on the same chromo-
some, recombination frequencies vary over a range of
1000-fold as interlocus distances vary from 0.005 to 15
Mb; furthermore, for a pair of loci separated by ∼10% of
the length of chromosome 2, the intrachromosomal re-
combination frequency was severalfold greater than the
corresponding interhomolog frequency (Golic and Golic
1996b). In contrast, for recombination events promoted
by P-element excision, although intrachromosomal
events are more frequent than interhomolog events, in-
trachromosomal events exhibit no dependence on inter-
locus distance (Engels et al. 1994). Interestingly, these
events likely occur by synthesis-dependent single-strand
annealing (Nassif et al. 1994), perhaps again pointing to
nondependence of this type of process on intersegment
collision rate.

What is the evolutionary raison d’etre
of somatic pairing?

For the pairs of loci examined thus far, homolog pairing
confers a rate of Cre/loxP recombination that is no more
than twofold higher than the rate predicted to be
achieved by the Rabl orientation alone, independent of
homolog-specific effects. It is usually assumed that so-
matic pairing of homologs exists to promote genome-
wide colocalization of homologs, for example, for modu-
lation of gene expression (for reviews, see Henikoff and
Comai 1998; Wu and Morris 1999). But if that goal can be
achieved nearly as effectively by the Rabl orientation,
perhaps the ability of homologs to identify one another
by direct contact is evolutionarily advantageous for
other reasons, with genome-wide pairing occurring as
one secondary consequence. We could suggest specifi-
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cally that the homolog pairing process is maintained
through evolution primarily because it provides a way of
getting homologous regions together in cells containing
irregular genome complements, that is, translocations,
inversions, and/or extensive homeologies. In such cases,
the Rabl orientation will actually tend to place homolo-
gous regions at disparate positions within the nucleus,
and a direct pairing process would then serve as a coun-
terforce, for example, to enhance recombinational repair
(above). Also, homology-directed interactions that might
be mechanistically related to homolog pairing (Campbell
1993; Kleckner and Weiner 1993; Wu and Morris 1999)
are already known to occur between disparate regions in
filamentous fungi and plants (Selker 1997; Bender 1998;
Maloisel and Rossignol 1998). Other epigenetic phenom-
ena provide additional possible cases, most notably
paramutation in plants which involves trans interac-
tions between homologous genomes that may be medi-
ated by direct contacts (for review, see Hollick et al.
1997; Que and Jorgensen 1998).

It has also been suggested, however, that somatic
pairing exists to facilitate eventual meiotic pairing
(Stack and Brown 1969). Although it is clear that some,
and possibly many, organisms carry out meiosis without
any premeiotic pairing, the process might be maintained
in nonmeiotic cells of a few organisms as an evolution-
ary reservoir, to be called on in cases in which the mei-
otic process is damaged or lost.

These several possibilities can be addressed further
once mutants specifically defective in homolog pairing
become available. Suitable application of the Cre/loxP
assay should make possible the identification of yeast
mutants that are defective either in mitotic or meiotic
pairing or in other features that affect chromosome dis-
position in vivo.

Materials and methods

Yeast and media

All strains are derivatives of NKY3061 (MATa/MATa ura3–52/
88lys2–D202/88trp1D63/88leu2D1/88his3D200/88) made from iso-
genic S288C parents (Winston et al. 1995). Yeast media and
genetic methods are described in Rose et al. (1990); synthetic
complete medium (SC) and SC medium lacking specific amino
acids (SC − aa) contained 2% glucose unless otherwise noted
and were supplemented with additional threonine (160 mg/li-
ter) and isoleucine (40 mg/liter).

Plasmids and strain construction

Both loxP constructs contain the 1.2-kb LEU2 gene from YEp13
(XhoI–SalI fragment; Rose et al. 1990) and the 66-bp loxP region
from pBS43 (BamHI–BamHI fragment; Sauer 1987). The LEU2
gene is oriented in opposite directions in the two constructs.
LEU2–loxP–ura3 contains a 1.1-kb ura3 fragment from yDpU
(Pst1–SmaI fragment; Berben et al. 1991) and LEU2–pGPD1–
loxP–lacZ contains the GPD1 promoter from PG1 (Schena et al.
1991), lacZ from LRD1 (BamHI–ScaI; West et al. 1984), and the
PGK1 transcriptional terminator of PG1 (Schena et al. 1991).
Restriction sites from original plasmids were not always main-
tained during cloning. Details are available on request. The

LEU2–pGDP1–loxP–lacZ and the LEU2–loxP–ura3 constructs
were inserted at the SacI site of ARG4, between XhoI–BglII of
HIS4, and at the HpaI sites of ILV1 and THR4 on integrating
plasmids. These alleles were introduced into the same loci of
the yeast genome by one-step allele replacement into NKY3061
or its haploid derivatives (Rothstein 1991). Genomic integra-
tions were confirmed by Southern analysis (Sambrook et al.
1989). Haploid strains were mated to make all possible combi-
nations of diploid strains bearing one of each loxP-marked con-
struct. Because slow growth conferred by the Ilv− auxotrophy
confounds fluctuation analysis, the strain carrying two inserts
at ILV1 also carries a spontaneous mutation to Ilv+. This mu-
tation likely affects CHA1 expression (Pedersen et al. 1997). The
suppressor mutation is not linked to ILV1 and does not affect
Cre/loxP recombination rates as tested in ilv1/ILV1 heterozy-
gotes (data not shown). The pGAL1–cre transcriptional fusion
was derived from pBS49 (Sauer 1987) by replacement of URA3
with LYS2 from yDpK (Berben et al. 1991).

Recombination assay

The rate of recombination per cell generation in the absence of
Cre induction was determined for each strain by fluctuation
analysis, method of the median (Lea and Coulson 1948), for
colonies arising after 3 days of growth on SC–LYS at 30°C. For
each strain, 11 colonies were each suspended in 1 ml of water,
sonicated in water at half power for 3 sec with a microtip, di-
luted appropriately in water, and plated onto SC–URA and SC–
LYS media; Cre plasmid loss was negligible as determined by
comparing plating efficiencies on SC–LYS with SC. Ura+ proto-
trophs were counted after 5 days at 30°C; colonies on SC–LYS
were counted after 3-days growth at 30°C.

Recombination frequencies in the presence of Cre induction
were determined by direct plating of cells after exposure to ga-
lactose for 2 hr. Briefly, individual colonies grown 3 days on
SC–LYS were used to inoculate 5 ml of SC–LYS medium con-
taining 2% raffinose instead of glucose. Cultures were incu-
bated overnight at 30°C. The next day, cultures were diluted 1:8
in the same medium and incubated an additional 4 hr. Galac-
tose was added to a 2% final concentration and the cultures
were incubated an additional 2 hr. One milliliter of cells was
pelleted, washed once in water, sonicated, and diluted appropri-
ately before plating onto selective and nonselective medium for
analysis as described above.

G1 vs. G2 analysis

PCR analysis of Ura+ prototrophs was performed on individual
colonies with the following oligonucleotide primers to the loci
noted below: (A) GPD1, 58-ACTAATAAGTATATAAAGAC-
GG-38; (B) lacZ, 58-CATTAATGAATCGGCCAACG-38; (C)
LEU2, 58-ATGGCTCACGTAAGG-38; and (D) ura3, 58-CCTT-
GCATGACAATTCTGC-38. Oligonucleotide pairs AB and CD
give 300 and 800 bp nonrecombinant (parental) products, re-
spectively. Oligonucleotide pairs AD and CB give 600 and 450
bp recombinant products, respectively. PCR products were re-
solved on a 1.5% agarose 1× TBE gel.

The percentages of Ura+ prototrophs arising by recombination
between unreplicated and replicated chromosomes (see text)
were calculated by assuming that (1) each unbalanced recombi-
nant reflected a postreplication event, (2) a number of balanced
recombinants equal to the number of unbalanced recombinants
also reflected postreplication events, and (3) each postreplica-
tion event yields a single Ura+ recombinant progeny cell,
whereas each prereplication event yields two Ura+ recombinant
progeny cells. Thus, for the strains representing allelic-homolog
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interactions, among 78 independently arising Ura+ recombi-
nants, 2 were unbalanced and reflected 2 postreplication recom-
bination events; correspondingly, 2 of the 76 balanced recom-
binants also reflected (an additional) 2 postreplication events;
the remaining 74 recombinants thus reflected 37 prereplication
events; the total number of recombination events represented in
the sample was therefore 4 + 37 = 41 and the percentages of pre-
replication and postreplication events among this sample were
37/41 = 90% and 4/41 = 10%, respectively. Percentages for
nonhomolog strains were calculated analogously.
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